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We are the vehicles
of Spirit and

Consciousness.



"Every one of us has the ability 
to be the vessel 

of the spirit of Christ 
to each other."

 - Jonathan Roumie (https://youtu.be/yfXSvc_MAVI) 

https://youtu.be/yfXSvc_MAVI


Pilot Meeting
Welcome

Pray In 
Introductions (Name, Religious

Background)
SOM Connections

Movie - The Chosen, S1E1
Discussion

Pray Out



The Chosen
Isaiah 43:1

But now, this is what the Lord says - 
he who created you, Jacob
he who formed you, Isreal:

"Do not fear, for I have redeemed you; 
I have summoned you by name; you are mine." 



The Chosen is based on the true stories of the gospels of
Jesus Christ. Some locations and timelines have been
combined or condensed. Backstories and some characters or
dialogue have been added.

However, all biblical and historical context and any artistic
imagination are designed to support the truth and intention
of the Scriptures. Viewers are encouraged to read the gospels.

The original names, locations and phrases have been
transliterated into English for anything spoken.



The Chosen

Season 1, Episode 1
I Have Called You By Name

https://youtu.be/q6sHNLmYbAM


Open Discussion
What resonated with you?

What does it means to be "chosen"? 



SOM Connections
The Hidden Power of the Bible

Jesse Jennings wrote in the Preface: Holmes' decisive position and entry
into studying the Bible was founded on the ideas - beliefs really - 

"God is all there is."
"Therefore, we are each made up of God. Our suffering derives from a
sense of separation from our Source, which boils down to misdirected

belief. ... Holmes taught that prayer "in faith believing" -i.e., believing that
something will absolutely happen - is the means to restore our sense of

Oneness with our Creator and thereby with all creation."



The Hidden Power of the Bible 
From the teachings of Jesus

Ernest tells us (page 35.5) that "Jesus discerned spiritual truth. And that
we should not look upon him as being different from other men except in
understanding and spiritual enlightenment. His life was given over to the

study of God, man, and the universe and the relationship between the
creature and the Creator. With a mind trained to clear thinking, a spirit
open and receptive to Divine revelation, and with a childlike faith in the

presence of God, he lived as though what he taught was true."



Dr. Dan-isms
Affirmations

Our Faith is an expectancy (as Dr. Dan says) 
and our Faith Evokes Awesome Results.

We teach spiritual living, we live spiritual teaching.

The Mind that knows absolutely (Divine Mind) 
goes to the Beauty of the Truth of Who We Are.



Self Reflection
Where is YOUR Focus?

Our suffering derives from a sense of separation from our Source, which
boils down to misdirected belief. 

Worthy / Unworthy
Pride keeps us separate: "I can do THIS by myself."

Insecurity keeps us separate: "I am not good enough."

Two sides of ONE coin.
God is all there is. 



Pilot Meeting
Thank You

Pray Out

We are the vehicles
of Spirit and

Consciousness.


